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February 6, 2008 ExCommunication 

T he ExComm met at the home of George Patterson on Wednes-
day,  February 6, 2008.  Called to order at 5:56 pm by LocSec 

George Patterson. 
Members present: George Patterson, Joe Smith, Terry Valek, and 
Bud Long.  Thomas Wheat was unable to attend. 

Minutes for the January 2, 2007 meeting were approved as pub-
lished in the February 2008 SCAM.  
Reports:   
 LocSec:  George reported that the proposed bylaws had been re-
worked and would be returned to the Bylaws Committee pending Ex-
Comm approval. 
Treasurer: Bud handed out the Treasurers Report which showed to-
tal funds at the end of January of $3,655.51.  
RG Committee: Bud, who is also the RG committee chairman, re-
ported that he had acquired a couple more volunteers.  Also, a notice 
of the SCAM "Back in Business" RG 2008 appeared in the January 
issue of the Mensa Bulletin. 
Old Business: The revisions of the proposed bylaws were reviewed 
and approved.  George was instructed to forward them to the Bylaws 
Committee. 
New Business:  George reported that the time had come to scare up 
three volunteers for the Audit Committee and he would attend to 
that in the coming month.  

The meeting was adjourned at 6:15. Next meeting will be at 
George Patterson’s house at 301 Sand Pine Rd., Indialantic on 
Wednesday, March 5, 2007 at 5:30 pm. 

Minutes of the ExComm Meeting: 
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W hen Maggie asked me to be her Assistant RVC last July, I 
didn't realize how many great people I would meet through 

this office. Attending the LDW, the AMC meeting and trying to get to 
every one of our regional RGs (I've made them all except one, so far!) 
has really let me meet a lot of new people, and has led me to get in-
volved in Mensa in new ways. 

One of the things I've done is to start a Region 10 blog, designed 
to give people a place to keep up with what is going on locally.  I 
cover all of the little National Office announcements that don't often 
get printed in the newsletters, and I highlight a Region 10 local event 
every Friday. You can find the blog at http://kelleymensa.blogspot.
com. Contributions are always welcome: if you have something to say 
about Mensa in Florida and you are looking for a venue, please drop 
me a line so that we can discuss your ideas. 

If you are a GenXer in the Mensan sense, born between 1961 and 
1981, consider joining the Region 10 GenX e-list. This list is much 
lower in traffic than the main GenX list, and is where Florida GenX-
ers discuss upcoming RGs and who is planning to attend what local 
events.  The list and instructions for joining can be found at http://
groups.yahoo.com/group/GenX-R10/. 

In other online venues, the main GenX SIG has started sub-
groups on MySpace, Facebook and LinkedIn in order to help promote 
Mensa membership with the younger crowd.  Everyone has their fa-
vorite bit of online real estate these days, so let's find each other 
wherever we are!  Information on the online coordinators and how to 
join the sub-groups is available for SIG members on the main SIG 
website at: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/GenX-Ms/ 

(Continued on page 21) 

Maggie Truelove and Lisa Kelley A COMBINED COLUMN 

      THE TENTH STORY 

I  have asked Assistant RVC, Lisa Kelley, to contribute to the 
column this month, in essence to give us a GenX report for Re-

gion 10. (One of the major reasons I asked her to serve as Assistant 
RVC was to meet the needs of our many GenX members. I am OLD, 
and I am sure that GenX members would appreciate being able to 
interface with one of their own.) 

      THE GENX REPORT 
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All submissions must be received by the Editor before the 10th of the month preceding 
publication.  Please allow extra time for mailed submissions, which may be typed or legi-
bly handwritten.  Whenever possible, we prefer submissions via e-mail.  They may be in 
e-mail text or any of most word processing formats.  All submissions should be sent to 
the Editor, whose contact information appears on Page 2. 

The Vol. 26, No. 3 March, 2008 

B y now, unless you are a life member or in the middle of a 
multi-year cycle, I’m sure you have received one or more notices 

reminding you to renew your Mensa membership. Please note that 
our membership year ends March 31st. Your membership must be 
current in order to keep receiving The SCAM and the Mensa Bulle-
tin. In order to hold office or elect our officers, your membership, of 
course, must be current. Of course, you already knew that. 

When you open your renewal notice, please take the time to review 
your information on file to make sure it is current. Please be sure your 
preferences as to what information to share with your local group re-
flects your wishes. Why do I bring this up? Read on… 

On occasion, I receive a call from a member to advise me that his 
or her birthday was not listed in the monthly birthday greetings. Of-
ten, this happens because I sometimes fail to keep my “birthday list” 
up to date. On this point, I apologize to those I have missed for this 
reason. Yet, sometimes a member’s birthday is missed because the 
member has not permitted the National Office to share that info with 
us. So...if you want your birthday listed...you know what to do! 

Our Bylaws are in need of an update to meet AML standards. 
Our ExComm has just completed its proposed revisions; by the time 
you read this, their proposal should be on its way to AML for their 
approval. Once this step is completed, the proposal will be published 
in The SCAM for your review. You will then be asked to vote on the 
proposal. More details will follow.   

(Continued on page 4) 

Mike Moakley, Editor Inside the Pocket Protector 

The SCAM sells classified ad space.  SCAM members, non-commercial, no 
charge.  Others: $20 full page; $10 half-page; $5 quarter-page per month, we offer 
discounts for multiple insertions, and we can help with layout and design. 
 

Subscriptions:  SCAM members, included in dues; others, $10 for 12 issues. 
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(Continued from page 3) 
Before you know it, we will be electing a new ExComm. These 

are the people who are responsible for running the business of our 
local group. For those among us who would like to see changes in 
our offerings, this represents an opportunity to step up and take 
over the reins. If you wish to nominate someone, or run for office 
yourself, please let me know, as I chair the Nominations and Elec-
tions Committee.  

Almost all SCAM members in good standing are eligible to run 
for, and hold, office. At this point, I request that no one nominate 
me, as I am not eligible to serve. As your Editor and serving on 
the NomElCom, I cannot hold elected office. Besides, there are 
over 200 others to choose from! 

Would you like to see something different get published in The 
SCAM? This is surprisingly easy to do. Just send me that item 
you’ve just been itching to write. Pertinent details on submissions 
are on Page 3 of any issue. It’s just that easy. 

A word about this month’s cover. My thanks go to “The 
George” for introducing me to a little-known (and hitherto un-
known to me) punctuation mark, the Interrobang. In his last col-
umn about punctuation, he made mention of that item. He had 
intended for me to reproduce the interrobang within his column, 

which I was unable to do. I have 
since learned how to produce 
the interrobang, hence this 
month’s cover. 

SCAM Treasurer’s Report 
 
As of 1/31/2008: 
 

Account                          Balance 
      General Fund         $797.07 
      Post Office Acct.       216.82 
      Reserve Fund         2111.62 
      RG Fund                   530.00 
 

Total Funds Available: 
                                     $3655.51 
Deposits 
      Mensa Funding:     $203.48 
      Interest Income            0.88               

Withdrawals 
      Printing Costs        $142.89 
      Postage                        64.28 
       

—Bud Long, Treasurer  
   Space Coast Area Mensa     21 

SCAM NomElCom ELECTIONS 

(Continued from page 22) 
I hope to see all of you are our next Regional Gathering, the Tampa 
Bay ARRR-RG in historic Ybor City over Memorial Day week-
end.  RG Chair Maran Fulvi tells me they are planning all kinds of 
wonderful things from a Chocolate Orgy to a Trash Bowl. If I haven't 
met you yet, I am certainly looking forward to it. 
 
Maggie Truelove, RVC10  
Lisa Kelley, Asst. RVC10 

Continued THE TENTH STORY 

T he Executive Committee elections will be occurring in 
May, and the Nominations Committee is seeking persons 

willing to serve SCAM as ExComm members. 
The duties of the Executive Committee are not onerous; they 

are simply to conduct the business of SCAM within the Bylaws.  
This involves such things as making timely appointments, keep-
ing verifiable records of finances, insuring continuity, and the like.    

If you are interested in running for election to the Executive 
Committee, please contact any member of the NomElCom.  Or if 
you have any questions about eligibility or the requirements of the 
job, please ask a NomElCom member listed below.  
Michael Moakley 
moakleymj@bellsouth.net, or 952-8400 
Helen Lee Moore 
moorehelenlee@cs.com, or 632-1831 
Wynn Rostek 
wb4zuy@amsat.org 
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(Continued from page 6) 
defended train. We were approaching a more inhabited area. I was 
frantically searching for a visible landmark that could give us a 
checkpoint on the map.  

“Flak ..... nine o'clock level,” came a quiet voice on the intercom. It 
shocked me into action. I thought someone must be kidding. My eyes 
glancing in the nine o’clock direction failed to see any of the familiar 
black blossoms at first. Then about half a mile away there was a 
black cloud drifting slowly away. They were firing in our direction 
but the shell exploded after it had passed us… 

…It happened much too fast and it was all over not too soon. 
Walton called from his position in the tail that the flames from our 
right wing were sweeping fifty feet beyond the tail. Reed received a 
slight flak wound, Ted picked up a few splinters of metal. All of this 
happened in seconds. Ted announced that he was going to set the 
plane down before it blew up. I kicked the forward escape hatch out 
and crouched beside it facing aft with my back pressing a bulkhead. I 
wondered if I could get out of the plane through this hatch. I felt my 
right hip burn when the plane eased onto the earth but I soon forgot 
it as our plane started to drag along the ground. I sat beside the open 
hatch and watched the soft thud come through the hatch. It contin-
ued to come in and pile up beside me until I thought that I might be 
buried under the mud! Finally the big plane ground to a halt and we 
all scrambled to get out and away from the inferno. 

...To be continued in next month’s issue. 

Continued 20TH MISSION  
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LCL Joseph L. Cittadini, USAFR Ret. 20TH MISSION 

T he flak was quite accurate. They had our altitude and close 
enough for us to see the black blossoms through the thick clouds. 

We were getting flak from the area somewhere northeast of Bremen. 
Ted executed some sharp evasive action and within a few seconds the 
flak bursts were no more.  

Ted announced that we would continue to descend. He explained 
that at our present altitude we were sitting ducks for the German 
88mm shells. Ted ordered the crew to test fire the guns again. Then:  

“Tail guns, OK” 
“Right waist OK”  
We all answered in turn assuring the crew that we were in good 

condition. At the end of the reporting the bombardier reported that 
his guns were not operating.  

“Pilot to bombardier.... work on your turret and report when they 
are functioning” 

I watched the altimeter announcing the altitude every 500 feet. 
At 2,000 feet I began to worry inwardly. The terrain was not moun-
tainous but there was a range of small hills about forty miles south of 
our flight path. We didn't know if the Germans had tethered balloons 
as the British had in the London area. We had no knowledge of possi-
ble high towers on hilltops that we could run into. At 1500 feet the 
clouds were still our only exterior companion. Goddammit, this stuff 
may go all the way down to the ground! Maybe the altimeter is read-
ing incorrectly due to pressure differences. 

“Pilot to navigator, Joe do you have knowledge of the terrain in 
this area?” I told him about the hills south of us but couldn’t give him 
any assurance that we wouldn’t run into any high objects. I was in a 
cold sweat and guessed that the rest of the crew were feeling the 
pressure too. At eleven hundred we were still enveloped in tiresome 
clouds. One thousand feet. No change.  

“Reed!!” from Ted, “Isn't that a hole in the clouds at eleven 
o'clock?” “Yes sir, I believe it is, Lt. Goller.” 

It was a great joy to see the greenness of the grass and the new 
leaves on the trees. It was spring in Germany and a new hope was at 
hand. Up above the clouds were cold and forbidding as the snow and 

(Continued on page 6) 

Part Three: Aircraft Down! 
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(Continued from page 5) 
it seemed to weigh heavily on our B-17. As we broke through the 
clouds our crippled plane seemed to leap forward with new life. Noth-
ing could stop us now, I felt! 

Ted called us and gave us permission to remove the cumbersome 
parachutes that were part of our being once we boarded the plane. He 
commented that we were too near to bail out and there was no way to 
climb to altitude with only two engines functioning. I removed my 
back chute harness and unhooked my knapsack that I had fastened 
to the rings of my chest pack chute. Early on in addition to the chest 
pack, I acquired a backpack chute that fit snugly on my back. My 
thought was that if the plane was blown apart and I found myself 
floating in space, this would get me to the ground. 

We continued our descent to tree top level. We were at 80 or 90 
feet off the ground. Higher than that would allow the ground guns to 
track us and bring us down. At tree top level a gun emplacement 
would see us fleetingly.  

“Pilot to bombardier  ....over.”   ,  
“Bombardier to Pilot  .... Sir?”  
“Grilli, have you been able to get your guns operating yet?”  
Grilli mumbled something sheepishly which led Ted to under-

stand that he hadn’t done anything about them. Grilli started to pull 
his guns apart and after a few minutes work he reported that he had 
one of the twin fifties in operation.  

“Pilot to ball-gunner .... I had forgotten all about you ... you're so 
quiet. You better crawl out of that ball. It would be a bad place to be 
in if we had to crash land in a hurry.”  -  

Ted gave the crew orders to strafe and try to knock the engine 
out. I had a secret fear that it might be a ‘flak-train’. We heard about 
mobile artillery units that were moved about to intercept the path of 
bomber formations. I was more interested in trying to match the rail-
road track with my map to get a checkpoint. I scrambled through the 
sectional that I had in search of a railroad that would be in the 
neighborhood that I figured we were in. As our guns opened fired I 
dropped my map to man my fifty caliber on the right side of the nose. 
I sent a spray of fire starting at the engine and sweeping all the way 
down the coaches as it moved out of range. I was still actively en-
gaged in a bitter serious war. After we passed over the train I could 
hear Walton’s guns in the tail spitting angry oaths of lead at the un-

(Continued on page 20) 
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(Continued from page 18) 
the custodial parent or guardian who is entitled to claim 
the child as an exemption. Secondly, he or she is entitled 
to claim the Child Tax Credit, worth up to $1000 per child 
off the total tax bill. Thirdly, the custodial parent (if not 
married) can claim “Head of Household” providing a sig-
nificantly greater standard deduction than “Single”, the 
required filing status of the payer (also, if not married). 
These built-in “breaks” are not available for the non-
custodial parent. Finally, it is a fairness issue. For exam-
ple, Mary earns $40,000 per year at her job. Mark, her ex, 
pays her $6000 per year in child support for their two 
children. Jill, her neighbor who also has two children, 
earns $46,000 per year from work and receives no child 
support. Both are single parents. A short form tax return 
for each shows Mary with a total tax of $1246, while Jill 
would have to pay $2129 (nearly twice as much) on the 
same income! This hardly seems fair to me. 

If we are really serious in making taxes more equitable, why 
have we ignored this issue for so long? While perhaps not “politically 
correct”, this reform is long overdue. 

March 13, 2008 SPECIAL CALENDAR EVENT 

T om Nehrer, Mensan from the Pittsburgh area, is giving a talk 
in Melbourne in conjunction with the new release of his book, 
The Essence of Reality.  The talk, scheduled for March 13th, is 

hosted by the Melbourne chapter of the Institute of Noetic Sci-
ences.  See calendar for time and location, or refer to Tom’s website 
at www.nehrer.net.  Or e-mail the host, Holger Pedersen, at hol-
gerp@cfl.rr.com. 

Tom last spoke in Florida at the WG in Orlando drawing an en-
thusiastic response.  He discusses the mind and reality, showing 
how we create patterns in our lives – our health, our relationships, 
our success or failure.  He discusses delving inward to accomplish 
change in our mindsets, and thus spur change at the explicit root 
mechanisms wherein we lead ourselves into those patterns.  He also 
looks critically at common cultural notions and our background be-
liefs and understandings...and he makes the whole thing fun. 
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From the Village Idiot: ©2008  Mike Moakley TAX REFORM 

O ver the last few years, my March column has dealt with the 
income tax. This is no accident as March is midway through 

“tax season,” when returns are normally filed. As a former tax pre-
parer, I can also speak with some authority on the subject.  

This column likewise deals with taxes. However, unlike past 
years, this time I am advocating a reform in our income taxes. This 
year’s topic is child support, an area where tax reform is long over-
due. As any seasoned tax preparer will tell you, current law does not 
consider child support as a deduction for those who pay, nor is child 
support income for those who receive it. This should be reversed. This 
is how my proposed reform would work. 

1.          Employers should be required to report child support de-
ductions on their employee’s W-2. Tracking of child sup-
port has vastly improved. Over the last 25 years, most 
child support orders require such payments be made 
through the court issuing the order. More recently, child 
support orders require the payer’s employer withhold the 
child support from earned wages. Deductions from wages 
are already itemized on the employee’s pay stub. It would 
be a simple matter to include child support deductions in 
Box 12 on the employee’s W-2 form. 

2.          Courts or their agents should be required to issue a tax 
statement to recipients of child support payments. Since 
they are paid to process child support payments (court 
fees are routinely added to the child support order), this 
should be part of the service paid for by the payer.  

3.          Those who pay required child support should be entitled to 
list support paid as an adjustment to his or her income. As 
anyone who pays child support can readily attest to, child 
support represents a significant reduction the payer’s in-
come, at times up to 40 percent. Moreover, the payer can-
not claim an exemption for the child for whom the sup-
port is paid. This inequity must be corrected. To discour-
age possible fraud, only verified support payments should 
be included 

4.          Recipients of child support payments should be required to 
report the payments as income. Why? There are a number 
of good reasons. First, if (as in most cases) the recipient is 

(Continued on page 19) 
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A ccording to The Official SCRABBLE® Players Dictionary, 
Fourth Edition (OSPD4), the letters A, E, and T can be arranged 

into five words: ATE (blind impulse or reckless ambition that drives 
one to ruin), EAT (to consume food), ETA (a Greek letter), TAE (to), 
and TEA (a beverage made by infusing dried leaves in boiling water). 
In fact, the only way  to arrange these letters so that a word is not 
formed is alphabetically. 

This month’s focus is on words ending with -ATE. Since a fresh 
bag of tiles used in playing the SCRABBLE® crossword game con-
tains twelve Es, nine As, and six Ts, there is a good chance that you 
will have these letters on your rack a few times during a game.  

For studying words with a specific beginning, OSPD4 might suf-
fice. However, electronic assistance is almost mandatory for studying 
words with a specific ending. I find the program LeXpert to be in-
valuable. 

There are twelve four-letter words ending with -ATE. How many 
do you already know? They are BATE, CATE, DATE, FATE, GATE, 
HATE, LATE, MATE, PATE, RATE, SATE, and TATE. The least 
common of these might be BATE (to reduce the force of, as in 
“waiting with bated breath”), CATE (a choice food), and TATE (a tuft 
of hair). 

There are nineteen five-letter words ending with -ATE (ABATE, 
AGATE, ALATE, BLATE, CRATE, ELATE, ENATE, GRATE, 
IRATE, ORATE, OVATE, PLATE, PRATE, QUATE, SKATE, SLATE, 
SPATE, STATE, and URATE), and there are 82 six-letter words end-
ing with -ATE (from ABLATE, “to remove by cutting,” to ZONATE, 
“arranged in zones”). 

Since using all seven tiles on your rack earns you a fifty-point bo-
nus, here the most probable seven-letter words ending with -ATE 
(and their definitions): 

RUINATE to ruin 
URINATE to discharge urine 
LINEATE marked with lines 
SERIATE to put into a series 
ISOLATE to set apart from others 
ROSEATE rose-colored 

(Continued on page 8) 

Gary Russell FOR SCRABBLE® PLAYERS ONLY MOSTLY ==== 

Maybe It Was Something You -ATE 
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(Continued from page 7) 
INGRATE an ungrateful person 
AIRDATE the scheduled date of a broadcast 
DISRATE to lower in rating or rank 
NIOBATE a chemical salt 
RADIATE to emit rays 
SINUATE to curve in and out 
In addition to NOBIATE, other seven-letter words ending with -

ATE are defined as “a chemical salt.” They are CHOLATE, CY-
ANATE, FERRATE, FORMATE, GALLATE, MALEATE, PECTATE, 
PICRATE, TANNATE, TOLUATE, and ZINCATE. The definition of 
OXALATE is “to treat with an oxalate (a chemical salt).” 

The most probable eight-letter words ending with -ATE (with 
their definitions) are: 

ORDINATE a particular geometric coordinate 
RESINATE to resin 
INSOLATE to expose to sunlight 
IODINATE to iodize 
RESONATE to resound 
INDURATE to make hard 
ALIENATE to make indifferent or unfriendly 
ERADIATE to radiate 
AREOLATE (this adjective is related to AREOLA, “a small space 
             in a network of leaf veins“) 
ETIOLATE to whiten 
For each of the following (x, y), x is the number of letters in a 

word and y is the number of words of this length ending with -ATE 
that are acceptable when playing a SCRABBLE® crossword game 
with the current North American lexicon: (3, 1), (4, 12), (5, 19), (6, 
82), (7, 197), (8, 336), (9, 428), (10, 240), (11, 185), (12, 106), (13, 60), 
(14, 34), and (15, 18). Notice that as x increases, y increases up to a 
point and then decreases). If you plotted these points and played con-
nect-the-dots, you would end up with something that looks roughly 
like a normal curve!  

Here are the 18 fifteen-letter words ending with -ATE: ALUMI-
NOSILICATE, ANTEPENULTIMATE, ARCHIEPISCOPATE, CIR-
CUMSTANTIATE, DEDIFFERENTIATE, DEPHOSPHORYLATE, 
DITHIOCARBAMATE, INTERCOLLEGIATE, METHYLPHENI-
DATE, ORGANOPHOSPHATE, OVERCOMMUNICATE, OVEROR-
CHESTRATE, PHOTODISSOCIATE, PHYTOFLAGELLATE, PSEU-
DOCOELOMATE, SESQUICARBONATE, TRANSILLUMINATE, 

(Continued on page 9) 
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Special RG Event: ARRR-RG! CALLING ALL RED HATTERS! 

T o all Female Ms in Florida who 
are doubly blessed – planning to 

attend ARRR-RG! In Tampa on Memo-
rial Day Weekend, and also members 

of the so-fun Red Hat Society: 
  

We will have a Red Hatters’ “Scarlet 
Swashbucklers Crewe” – if you’d like to 
‘play’, I suggest  before you register for 

ARRRG, you log on to www.piratequiz.
com, and get your pirate name for your 
badge  - the site will ask a few questions 
about your personality, and give you a 

great Pirate Name. 
  

Because we Red Hatters know how to have 
fun, we’re not planning any special events or 

programs – but those of us who are fun-loving 
will be wearing purple with red hats all week-

end -  of course - and we may even show up 
with sparkly eye-patches – who knows…. 

  
Any questions or suggestions? E-mail me 

at seagoer33@verizon.net - and do plan to 
join our fun weekend! 

                                               “Queen Mum” 
Ann Flynn (Bloody Anne Rackham), 

                                     Central Florida Mensa 
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(Continued from page 15) 
turned off the beeping alarm because I “heard” it whether it was 
beeping or not. Once the “Start” button was pushed, I was no more 
able to change my predestination than the proverbial lemmings 
marching into the sea (except that lemmings don’t really do that), 
Custer heading for his last stand, Britney Spears forgetting to put 
on underwear. 

Creatures of habit all are we. 
Thus has it been and always shall be. 
Though it gives comfort to think yourself free 
You’re just as stuck in the rut as all the rest of us. 
(A poet, I'm not.) 

the george  
Much of the social history of the Western world over 

the past three decades has involved replacing what 
worked with what sounded good. 
  - Thomas Sowell (American economist, political writer, and 
commentator; Rose and Milton Friedman Senior Fellow, The 
Hoover Institution, Stanford University) 

A Mensan in the Workplace? 
 

A re you the Mensan at work? Do you work with other 
Mensans...or...are you the only one?  If the latter is true, 

do your coworkers know you’re in Mensa? What about your 
boss? What are your impressions and experiences at work? 
Do you have a leadership position? Do you serve in any kind 
of “support” (formal or informal) role? Does your status as a 
Mensan have a positive or negative impact on your work re-
lationships? Finally, if preparing a resume, would you in-
clude your Mensa membership as an item (or would you 
state that you qualified to join Mensa)? Why or why not? 
Let’s hear from you. 
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Continued SCRABBLE 

The Alchemist: ©2008 Al Thomas 

I t seems the bad news never stops. The market responds 
by going lower and lower. This has crept into the souls and 

pocketbooks of investors who are confused. Three hundred points 
down in the morning and 300 points up in the afternoon. How can 
anyone be expected to take or even hold their positions? 

I remember when I was a floor trader on the exchange those 
kinds of days we used to say, “There was blood in the pit”. It has-
n’t changed. Now the stakes are bigger and whole companies can 
be put under in a day. 

Everyone expects the government to come to their rescue. In 
the past each time we have had a potential market meltdown the 
Fed Chairman has turned up the speed of the printing presses. It 
has worked like a shot of penicillin for a minor infection. 

Unfortunately, this time seems to be different. The entire 
world is affected or should it be said infected. The patients (world) 
blood (money) Is slowing. The transfusions from all the world’s 
central banks have not improved the flow of blood. Most econo-
mists do not realize there are trillions of dollars of derivatives that 
can become infected.  

Banks with huge positions in bad paper (mortgages, auto 
loans, credit card debt and most of all those weird derivatives) are 
running hat in hand to try to raise cash so they won’t go out of 
business. It is very possible to see a major American or foreign 
bank go belly up. Maybe more than one. There will be mergers of 

(Continued on page 10) 

BEARS FEED ON DISAPPOINTMENT 

(Continued from page 8) 
and UNCOMPASSIONATE. They are too long to be included in 
OSPD4, but you are probably familiar with some of them already. If 
you know your Latin you can suss out that ANTEPENULTIMATE 
means “third from the end.” 
      Next month: Game Theory 
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(Continued from page 9) 

one drowning bank trying to save another. 
The average American has no idea how serious this is. All he 

sees is the stock market going down with his 401K becoming 
smaller every day. Call in the cavalry. Get the government troops. 

Each attempt at rescue has been disappointing. It looks good 
on the surface for a day or two, but once investors have had time to 
analyze the “fix” it turns to further disappointment. 

The investor says to himself I won’t do anything except sell 
when the market rallies so I can get out “even”; there are too many 
“evens” to allow the market to make a new high. When that hap-
pens the market will then fall of its own weight for lack of buyers. 
It takes lots of buying to put a market up. 

There are more “fixes” to come. Almost all will be politically 
based and will not solve the problem. The best that government 
can do is to do nothing, but you know that won’t happen. 

Because the derivative problem cannot be solved politically it 
will just take longer to work out. World federal banks are using 
Band-Aids to fix a broken leg. Our professional politicians only 
worry about votes. Promises that don’t work will only make things 
worse. 

The smart investor will not be buying. 
While the smell of disappointment is in the air the market can 

only have rallies before it starts down again. 
      Al Thomas’ best selling book, “If It Doesn’t Go Up, Don’t Buy 
It!” has helped thousands of people make money and keep their 
profits with his simple 2-step method. Read the first chapter and 
receive his market letter at www.mutualfundmagic.com to discover 
why he’s the man that Wall Street does not want you to know. 
Copyright Williamsburg Investment Co. 2008 All rights reserved. 

Continued THE ALCHEMIST 
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(Continued from page 14) 
Park and Ride lot next to the Melbourne Animal Shelter and there is 
a sizeable feline community that congregates in our lot.) Time passes 
and neither of my two fellow passengers who embark here have ar-
rived. One of them is an older gent who has been known to miss days 
now and again for doctor visits. The other sometimes runs late and 
winds up driving himself in. It’s just that rarely are they both miss-
ing in action at the same time. 

Oh well. 
It’s time, so I head out in the van enroute to our second embarka-

tion point. 
I arrive in Viera, in the Target parking lot. And no one’s there! 

Glance at the clock in the van: 35 after. Right on time. Where is eve-
ryone? There are five who board in Viera and it’s highly unlikely all 
of them would be AWOL without any of them having told me in ad-
vance. 

Something is definitely wrong. 
Another look at the clock. 
Focus. 
Ummm... 
Uh-oh! 
In the words of the inimitable Inspector Clouseau: The mystery, 

it is sol-ved! 
Mickey’s little hand is not on the five, but on the THREE! 
All morning I have been looking at various and sundry timekeep-

ing devices -- the clock on the stove, my watch (repeatedly), the digi-
tal on the van’s dashboard -- and each time my brain registered only 
Mickey’s big hand! So ingrained, so deeply etched, is the morning 
routine that the only perturbations worth noting occur at the diminu-
tive measure of minutes. Even though my eyes surely saw the hour, 
the only significant digits my brain recorded were the minutes. 

Doh! 
So, I headed back to the Park and Ride, abandoned the van to my 

cohorts who would be arriving a couple hours hence, and headed off 
to work for an early day. 

On the drive in, it occurred to me that I may have imagined that 
early wake-up poke in the arm. Or dreamt it. Or maybe the dog was 
just moving around and brushed my arm. But whatever the source -- 
real or imagined -- my response was programmed automaton. I 

(Continued on page 16) 
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My Summer Vacation: ©2008 The George ROUTINE 

W e all have a weekday morning routine. Or did (for those for-
tunate enough to be retired), back in the workaday world. It's 

that mindless autopilot that directs our actions in the first few min-
utes or hours after the clangor of the alarm clock has siphoned us out 
of the wellspring of sleep. 

My wife has a weekday morning ritual pattern performed with 
machine-like precision. On the few days I’m not going to work when 
she is, my mere presence disrupts this punctilious sequence of 
events. (Normally, I’m long gone before she even awakens.) If I hap-
pen to be standing anywhere along a vector that she is traversing 
during the execution of the morning maneuvers, like as not, I’ll be 
run over. Her autopilot does not incorporate a collision avoidance sys-
tem; it assumes that there are no morning hindrances which require 
circumnavigation. 

Any interruption of the morning routine leaves us unbalanced, 
out of kilter, demanding extra time and effort to get back on track. 
It’s annoying, disturbing, and sometimes so distracting that we never 
get back on that even keel at all. 

And so it is with me on those occasional mornings when I sleep 
through the alarm. 

My alarm goes off at ghodawful-thirty in the morning and, being 
hard of hearing and sound of sleeping, there are times when it just 
doesn’t achieve the desired effect of rousing me from La La Land. Not 
so my wife, who can hear a flea sneezing on the neighbor’s cat. Thus, 
do I receive my alternate wake-up call: a couple of firm pokes to the 
arm. I am now up. She is down for another hour or so. But the morn-
ing routine is now disturbed, off to a skewed start. 

Thus did it happen a few weeks ago. 
The pokes in the arm. My mumbled apologies. Groping to turn off 

the alarm. Stumbling out of bed to the bathroom to initiate the morn-
ing ablutions. Once to the kitchen, I notice on the stove clock that I'm 
actually a few minutes ahead of schedule. No biggie. Down my hand-
ful of vitamins/minerals/herbs, grab my briefcase, load myself into 
the car, and head for the parking lot where my vanpool meets. 

I usually get to the VanPoolParkingPlace around a quarter after 
and we leave at precisely twenty-five after. Today I’m there at five 
after, so I kill a little time playing with the cats. (We meet at the 

(Continued on page 15) 
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SCAM Calendar of Events for March 2008  

5th  -  Wednesday    5:30 PM EXCOMM MEETING 

.This is our monthly business meeting. All members are always wel-
come to attend. 
            Contact:  George, 777-3721, for details. 

 MEMBERSHIP NOTES 

Note: If your birthday is not listed, and you want it to be, please let us know. 

1st              Frank Grieco 
1st              Kathryn Juarez 
2nd              Joseph Smith 
5th              Lennis Bearden Jr. 
5th              Stephen Schneider 
5th              David Terry Sr. 
15th            Joseph Cona 
16th            Melinda Meers 

16th            Robert Roth 
17th            Edward Johnson 
19th            Gisela Bahr 
20th            William Daffron III 
22nd           Jack Harris 
23rd            Donald Dalton Jr. 
26th            Jenifer Mina 
28th            Cheri Marie Allen 

 MARCH BIRTHDAY GREETINGS 

S.N.O.R.T. 29th  -  Saturday    6:00 PM 

Join us for some sushi and tempura at The SCAM’s best attended 
event at Miyako’s, 1411 S. Harbor City Blvd. (US#1) in Melbourne. 
 

Contact:  George Patterson, 777-3721. 

13th - Saturday        7:00 PM   BOOK PRESENTATION 

Tom Nehrer, of Western Pennsylvania Mensa will be holding a talk 
on his new book, Essence of Reality.The location is the Unitarian Uni-
versalist Church of Brevard, 2185 Meadowlane Ave., West Melbourne 
( 1 block east of Minton Rd. at U.S. 192). Donation is $2.. Please see 
the announcement on Page 19 for additional info. 
 

       Contact:  Holger Pederson, 768-6529, for more details. 

Welcome Back: 
       Jane Saubert 
       Mark Tietig 
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My Summer Vacation: ©2008 The George ROUTINE 

W e all have a weekday morning routine. Or did (for those for-
tunate enough to be retired), back in the workaday world. It's 

that mindless autopilot that directs our actions in the first few min-
utes or hours after the clangor of the alarm clock has siphoned us out 
of the wellspring of sleep. 

My wife has a weekday morning ritual pattern performed with 
machine-like precision. On the few days I’m not going to work when 
she is, my mere presence disrupts this punctilious sequence of 
events. (Normally, I’m long gone before she even awakens.) If I hap-
pen to be standing anywhere along a vector that she is traversing 
during the execution of the morning maneuvers, like as not, I’ll be 
run over. Her autopilot does not incorporate a collision avoidance sys-
tem; it assumes that there are no morning hindrances which require 
circumnavigation. 

Any interruption of the morning routine leaves us unbalanced, 
out of kilter, demanding extra time and effort to get back on track. 
It’s annoying, disturbing, and sometimes so distracting that we never 
get back on that even keel at all. 

And so it is with me on those occasional mornings when I sleep 
through the alarm. 

My alarm goes off at ghodawful-thirty in the morning and, being 
hard of hearing and sound of sleeping, there are times when it just 
doesn’t achieve the desired effect of rousing me from La La Land. Not 
so my wife, who can hear a flea sneezing on the neighbor’s cat. Thus, 
do I receive my alternate wake-up call: a couple of firm pokes to the 
arm. I am now up. She is down for another hour or so. But the morn-
ing routine is now disturbed, off to a skewed start. 

Thus did it happen a few weeks ago. 
The pokes in the arm. My mumbled apologies. Groping to turn off 

the alarm. Stumbling out of bed to the bathroom to initiate the morn-
ing ablutions. Once to the kitchen, I notice on the stove clock that I'm 
actually a few minutes ahead of schedule. No biggie. Down my hand-
ful of vitamins/minerals/herbs, grab my briefcase, load myself into 
the car, and head for the parking lot where my vanpool meets. 

I usually get to the VanPoolParkingPlace around a quarter after 
and we leave at precisely twenty-five after. Today I’m there at five 
after, so I kill a little time playing with the cats. (We meet at the 
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(Continued from page 9) 

one drowning bank trying to save another. 
The average American has no idea how serious this is. All he 

sees is the stock market going down with his 401K becoming 
smaller every day. Call in the cavalry. Get the government troops. 

Each attempt at rescue has been disappointing. It looks good 
on the surface for a day or two, but once investors have had time to 
analyze the “fix” it turns to further disappointment. 

The investor says to himself I won’t do anything except sell 
when the market rallies so I can get out “even”; there are too many 
“evens” to allow the market to make a new high. When that hap-
pens the market will then fall of its own weight for lack of buyers. 
It takes lots of buying to put a market up. 

There are more “fixes” to come. Almost all will be politically 
based and will not solve the problem. The best that government 
can do is to do nothing, but you know that won’t happen. 

Because the derivative problem cannot be solved politically it 
will just take longer to work out. World federal banks are using 
Band-Aids to fix a broken leg. Our professional politicians only 
worry about votes. Promises that don’t work will only make things 
worse. 

The smart investor will not be buying. 
While the smell of disappointment is in the air the market can 

only have rallies before it starts down again. 
      Al Thomas’ best selling book, “If It Doesn’t Go Up, Don’t Buy 
It!” has helped thousands of people make money and keep their 
profits with his simple 2-step method. Read the first chapter and 
receive his market letter at www.mutualfundmagic.com to discover 
why he’s the man that Wall Street does not want you to know. 
Copyright Williamsburg Investment Co. 2008 All rights reserved. 

Continued THE ALCHEMIST 
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(Continued from page 14) 
Park and Ride lot next to the Melbourne Animal Shelter and there is 
a sizeable feline community that congregates in our lot.) Time passes 
and neither of my two fellow passengers who embark here have ar-
rived. One of them is an older gent who has been known to miss days 
now and again for doctor visits. The other sometimes runs late and 
winds up driving himself in. It’s just that rarely are they both miss-
ing in action at the same time. 

Oh well. 
It’s time, so I head out in the van enroute to our second embarka-

tion point. 
I arrive in Viera, in the Target parking lot. And no one’s there! 

Glance at the clock in the van: 35 after. Right on time. Where is eve-
ryone? There are five who board in Viera and it’s highly unlikely all 
of them would be AWOL without any of them having told me in ad-
vance. 

Something is definitely wrong. 
Another look at the clock. 
Focus. 
Ummm... 
Uh-oh! 
In the words of the inimitable Inspector Clouseau: The mystery, 

it is sol-ved! 
Mickey’s little hand is not on the five, but on the THREE! 
All morning I have been looking at various and sundry timekeep-

ing devices -- the clock on the stove, my watch (repeatedly), the digi-
tal on the van’s dashboard -- and each time my brain registered only 
Mickey’s big hand! So ingrained, so deeply etched, is the morning 
routine that the only perturbations worth noting occur at the diminu-
tive measure of minutes. Even though my eyes surely saw the hour, 
the only significant digits my brain recorded were the minutes. 

Doh! 
So, I headed back to the Park and Ride, abandoned the van to my 

cohorts who would be arriving a couple hours hence, and headed off 
to work for an early day. 

On the drive in, it occurred to me that I may have imagined that 
early wake-up poke in the arm. Or dreamt it. Or maybe the dog was 
just moving around and brushed my arm. But whatever the source -- 
real or imagined -- my response was programmed automaton. I 

(Continued on page 16) 
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(Continued from page 15) 
turned off the beeping alarm because I “heard” it whether it was 
beeping or not. Once the “Start” button was pushed, I was no more 
able to change my predestination than the proverbial lemmings 
marching into the sea (except that lemmings don’t really do that), 
Custer heading for his last stand, Britney Spears forgetting to put 
on underwear. 

Creatures of habit all are we. 
Thus has it been and always shall be. 
Though it gives comfort to think yourself free 
You’re just as stuck in the rut as all the rest of us. 
(A poet, I'm not.) 

the george  
Much of the social history of the Western world over 

the past three decades has involved replacing what 
worked with what sounded good. 
  - Thomas Sowell (American economist, political writer, and 
commentator; Rose and Milton Friedman Senior Fellow, The 
Hoover Institution, Stanford University) 

A Mensan in the Workplace? 
 

A re you the Mensan at work? Do you work with other 
Mensans...or...are you the only one?  If the latter is true, 

do your coworkers know you’re in Mensa? What about your 
boss? What are your impressions and experiences at work? 
Do you have a leadership position? Do you serve in any kind 
of “support” (formal or informal) role? Does your status as a 
Mensan have a positive or negative impact on your work re-
lationships? Finally, if preparing a resume, would you in-
clude your Mensa membership as an item (or would you 
state that you qualified to join Mensa)? Why or why not? 
Let’s hear from you. 
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Continued SCRABBLE 

The Alchemist: ©2008 Al Thomas 

I t seems the bad news never stops. The market responds 
by going lower and lower. This has crept into the souls and 

pocketbooks of investors who are confused. Three hundred points 
down in the morning and 300 points up in the afternoon. How can 
anyone be expected to take or even hold their positions? 

I remember when I was a floor trader on the exchange those 
kinds of days we used to say, “There was blood in the pit”. It has-
n’t changed. Now the stakes are bigger and whole companies can 
be put under in a day. 

Everyone expects the government to come to their rescue. In 
the past each time we have had a potential market meltdown the 
Fed Chairman has turned up the speed of the printing presses. It 
has worked like a shot of penicillin for a minor infection. 

Unfortunately, this time seems to be different. The entire 
world is affected or should it be said infected. The patients (world) 
blood (money) Is slowing. The transfusions from all the world’s 
central banks have not improved the flow of blood. Most econo-
mists do not realize there are trillions of dollars of derivatives that 
can become infected.  

Banks with huge positions in bad paper (mortgages, auto 
loans, credit card debt and most of all those weird derivatives) are 
running hat in hand to try to raise cash so they won’t go out of 
business. It is very possible to see a major American or foreign 
bank go belly up. Maybe more than one. There will be mergers of 

(Continued on page 10) 

BEARS FEED ON DISAPPOINTMENT 

(Continued from page 8) 
and UNCOMPASSIONATE. They are too long to be included in 
OSPD4, but you are probably familiar with some of them already. If 
you know your Latin you can suss out that ANTEPENULTIMATE 
means “third from the end.” 
      Next month: Game Theory 
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(Continued from page 7) 
INGRATE an ungrateful person 
AIRDATE the scheduled date of a broadcast 
DISRATE to lower in rating or rank 
NIOBATE a chemical salt 
RADIATE to emit rays 
SINUATE to curve in and out 
In addition to NOBIATE, other seven-letter words ending with -

ATE are defined as “a chemical salt.” They are CHOLATE, CY-
ANATE, FERRATE, FORMATE, GALLATE, MALEATE, PECTATE, 
PICRATE, TANNATE, TOLUATE, and ZINCATE. The definition of 
OXALATE is “to treat with an oxalate (a chemical salt).” 

The most probable eight-letter words ending with -ATE (with 
their definitions) are: 

ORDINATE a particular geometric coordinate 
RESINATE to resin 
INSOLATE to expose to sunlight 
IODINATE to iodize 
RESONATE to resound 
INDURATE to make hard 
ALIENATE to make indifferent or unfriendly 
ERADIATE to radiate 
AREOLATE (this adjective is related to AREOLA, “a small space 
             in a network of leaf veins“) 
ETIOLATE to whiten 
For each of the following (x, y), x is the number of letters in a 

word and y is the number of words of this length ending with -ATE 
that are acceptable when playing a SCRABBLE® crossword game 
with the current North American lexicon: (3, 1), (4, 12), (5, 19), (6, 
82), (7, 197), (8, 336), (9, 428), (10, 240), (11, 185), (12, 106), (13, 60), 
(14, 34), and (15, 18). Notice that as x increases, y increases up to a 
point and then decreases). If you plotted these points and played con-
nect-the-dots, you would end up with something that looks roughly 
like a normal curve!  

Here are the 18 fifteen-letter words ending with -ATE: ALUMI-
NOSILICATE, ANTEPENULTIMATE, ARCHIEPISCOPATE, CIR-
CUMSTANTIATE, DEDIFFERENTIATE, DEPHOSPHORYLATE, 
DITHIOCARBAMATE, INTERCOLLEGIATE, METHYLPHENI-
DATE, ORGANOPHOSPHATE, OVERCOMMUNICATE, OVEROR-
CHESTRATE, PHOTODISSOCIATE, PHYTOFLAGELLATE, PSEU-
DOCOELOMATE, SESQUICARBONATE, TRANSILLUMINATE, 

(Continued on page 9) 
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Special RG Event: ARRR-RG! CALLING ALL RED HATTERS! 

T o all Female Ms in Florida who 
are doubly blessed – planning to 

attend ARRR-RG! In Tampa on Memo-
rial Day Weekend, and also members 

of the so-fun Red Hat Society: 
  

We will have a Red Hatters’ “Scarlet 
Swashbucklers Crewe” – if you’d like to 
‘play’, I suggest  before you register for 

ARRRG, you log on to www.piratequiz.
com, and get your pirate name for your 
badge  - the site will ask a few questions 
about your personality, and give you a 

great Pirate Name. 
  

Because we Red Hatters know how to have 
fun, we’re not planning any special events or 

programs – but those of us who are fun-loving 
will be wearing purple with red hats all week-

end -  of course - and we may even show up 
with sparkly eye-patches – who knows…. 

  
Any questions or suggestions? E-mail me 

at seagoer33@verizon.net - and do plan to 
join our fun weekend! 

                                               “Queen Mum” 
Ann Flynn (Bloody Anne Rackham), 

                                     Central Florida Mensa 
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From the Village Idiot: ©2008  Mike Moakley TAX REFORM 

O ver the last few years, my March column has dealt with the 
income tax. This is no accident as March is midway through 

“tax season,” when returns are normally filed. As a former tax pre-
parer, I can also speak with some authority on the subject.  

This column likewise deals with taxes. However, unlike past 
years, this time I am advocating a reform in our income taxes. This 
year’s topic is child support, an area where tax reform is long over-
due. As any seasoned tax preparer will tell you, current law does not 
consider child support as a deduction for those who pay, nor is child 
support income for those who receive it. This should be reversed. This 
is how my proposed reform would work. 

1.          Employers should be required to report child support de-
ductions on their employee’s W-2. Tracking of child sup-
port has vastly improved. Over the last 25 years, most 
child support orders require such payments be made 
through the court issuing the order. More recently, child 
support orders require the payer’s employer withhold the 
child support from earned wages. Deductions from wages 
are already itemized on the employee’s pay stub. It would 
be a simple matter to include child support deductions in 
Box 12 on the employee’s W-2 form. 

2.          Courts or their agents should be required to issue a tax 
statement to recipients of child support payments. Since 
they are paid to process child support payments (court 
fees are routinely added to the child support order), this 
should be part of the service paid for by the payer.  

3.          Those who pay required child support should be entitled to 
list support paid as an adjustment to his or her income. As 
anyone who pays child support can readily attest to, child 
support represents a significant reduction the payer’s in-
come, at times up to 40 percent. Moreover, the payer can-
not claim an exemption for the child for whom the sup-
port is paid. This inequity must be corrected. To discour-
age possible fraud, only verified support payments should 
be included 

4.          Recipients of child support payments should be required to 
report the payments as income. Why? There are a number 
of good reasons. First, if (as in most cases) the recipient is 

(Continued on page 19) 
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A ccording to The Official SCRABBLE® Players Dictionary, 
Fourth Edition (OSPD4), the letters A, E, and T can be arranged 

into five words: ATE (blind impulse or reckless ambition that drives 
one to ruin), EAT (to consume food), ETA (a Greek letter), TAE (to), 
and TEA (a beverage made by infusing dried leaves in boiling water). 
In fact, the only way  to arrange these letters so that a word is not 
formed is alphabetically. 

This month’s focus is on words ending with -ATE. Since a fresh 
bag of tiles used in playing the SCRABBLE® crossword game con-
tains twelve Es, nine As, and six Ts, there is a good chance that you 
will have these letters on your rack a few times during a game.  

For studying words with a specific beginning, OSPD4 might suf-
fice. However, electronic assistance is almost mandatory for studying 
words with a specific ending. I find the program LeXpert to be in-
valuable. 

There are twelve four-letter words ending with -ATE. How many 
do you already know? They are BATE, CATE, DATE, FATE, GATE, 
HATE, LATE, MATE, PATE, RATE, SATE, and TATE. The least 
common of these might be BATE (to reduce the force of, as in 
“waiting with bated breath”), CATE (a choice food), and TATE (a tuft 
of hair). 

There are nineteen five-letter words ending with -ATE (ABATE, 
AGATE, ALATE, BLATE, CRATE, ELATE, ENATE, GRATE, 
IRATE, ORATE, OVATE, PLATE, PRATE, QUATE, SKATE, SLATE, 
SPATE, STATE, and URATE), and there are 82 six-letter words end-
ing with -ATE (from ABLATE, “to remove by cutting,” to ZONATE, 
“arranged in zones”). 

Since using all seven tiles on your rack earns you a fifty-point bo-
nus, here the most probable seven-letter words ending with -ATE 
(and their definitions): 

RUINATE to ruin 
URINATE to discharge urine 
LINEATE marked with lines 
SERIATE to put into a series 
ISOLATE to set apart from others 
ROSEATE rose-colored 

(Continued on page 8) 

Gary Russell FOR SCRABBLE® PLAYERS ONLY MOSTLY ==== 

Maybe It Was Something You -ATE 
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(Continued from page 5) 
it seemed to weigh heavily on our B-17. As we broke through the 
clouds our crippled plane seemed to leap forward with new life. Noth-
ing could stop us now, I felt! 

Ted called us and gave us permission to remove the cumbersome 
parachutes that were part of our being once we boarded the plane. He 
commented that we were too near to bail out and there was no way to 
climb to altitude with only two engines functioning. I removed my 
back chute harness and unhooked my knapsack that I had fastened 
to the rings of my chest pack chute. Early on in addition to the chest 
pack, I acquired a backpack chute that fit snugly on my back. My 
thought was that if the plane was blown apart and I found myself 
floating in space, this would get me to the ground. 

We continued our descent to tree top level. We were at 80 or 90 
feet off the ground. Higher than that would allow the ground guns to 
track us and bring us down. At tree top level a gun emplacement 
would see us fleetingly.  

“Pilot to bombardier  ....over.”   ,  
“Bombardier to Pilot  .... Sir?”  
“Grilli, have you been able to get your guns operating yet?”  
Grilli mumbled something sheepishly which led Ted to under-

stand that he hadn’t done anything about them. Grilli started to pull 
his guns apart and after a few minutes work he reported that he had 
one of the twin fifties in operation.  

“Pilot to ball-gunner .... I had forgotten all about you ... you're so 
quiet. You better crawl out of that ball. It would be a bad place to be 
in if we had to crash land in a hurry.”  -  

Ted gave the crew orders to strafe and try to knock the engine 
out. I had a secret fear that it might be a ‘flak-train’. We heard about 
mobile artillery units that were moved about to intercept the path of 
bomber formations. I was more interested in trying to match the rail-
road track with my map to get a checkpoint. I scrambled through the 
sectional that I had in search of a railroad that would be in the 
neighborhood that I figured we were in. As our guns opened fired I 
dropped my map to man my fifty caliber on the right side of the nose. 
I sent a spray of fire starting at the engine and sweeping all the way 
down the coaches as it moved out of range. I was still actively en-
gaged in a bitter serious war. After we passed over the train I could 
hear Walton’s guns in the tail spitting angry oaths of lead at the un-

(Continued on page 20) 
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(Continued from page 18) 
the custodial parent or guardian who is entitled to claim 
the child as an exemption. Secondly, he or she is entitled 
to claim the Child Tax Credit, worth up to $1000 per child 
off the total tax bill. Thirdly, the custodial parent (if not 
married) can claim “Head of Household” providing a sig-
nificantly greater standard deduction than “Single”, the 
required filing status of the payer (also, if not married). 
These built-in “breaks” are not available for the non-
custodial parent. Finally, it is a fairness issue. For exam-
ple, Mary earns $40,000 per year at her job. Mark, her ex, 
pays her $6000 per year in child support for their two 
children. Jill, her neighbor who also has two children, 
earns $46,000 per year from work and receives no child 
support. Both are single parents. A short form tax return 
for each shows Mary with a total tax of $1246, while Jill 
would have to pay $2129 (nearly twice as much) on the 
same income! This hardly seems fair to me. 

If we are really serious in making taxes more equitable, why 
have we ignored this issue for so long? While perhaps not “politically 
correct”, this reform is long overdue. 

March 13, 2008 SPECIAL CALENDAR EVENT 

T om Nehrer, Mensan from the Pittsburgh area, is giving a talk 
in Melbourne in conjunction with the new release of his book, 
The Essence of Reality.  The talk, scheduled for March 13th, is 

hosted by the Melbourne chapter of the Institute of Noetic Sci-
ences.  See calendar for time and location, or refer to Tom’s website 
at www.nehrer.net.  Or e-mail the host, Holger Pedersen, at hol-
gerp@cfl.rr.com. 

Tom last spoke in Florida at the WG in Orlando drawing an en-
thusiastic response.  He discusses the mind and reality, showing 
how we create patterns in our lives – our health, our relationships, 
our success or failure.  He discusses delving inward to accomplish 
change in our mindsets, and thus spur change at the explicit root 
mechanisms wherein we lead ourselves into those patterns.  He also 
looks critically at common cultural notions and our background be-
liefs and understandings...and he makes the whole thing fun. 
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(Continued from page 6) 
defended train. We were approaching a more inhabited area. I was 
frantically searching for a visible landmark that could give us a 
checkpoint on the map.  

“Flak ..... nine o'clock level,” came a quiet voice on the intercom. It 
shocked me into action. I thought someone must be kidding. My eyes 
glancing in the nine o’clock direction failed to see any of the familiar 
black blossoms at first. Then about half a mile away there was a 
black cloud drifting slowly away. They were firing in our direction 
but the shell exploded after it had passed us… 

…It happened much too fast and it was all over not too soon. 
Walton called from his position in the tail that the flames from our 
right wing were sweeping fifty feet beyond the tail. Reed received a 
slight flak wound, Ted picked up a few splinters of metal. All of this 
happened in seconds. Ted announced that he was going to set the 
plane down before it blew up. I kicked the forward escape hatch out 
and crouched beside it facing aft with my back pressing a bulkhead. I 
wondered if I could get out of the plane through this hatch. I felt my 
right hip burn when the plane eased onto the earth but I soon forgot 
it as our plane started to drag along the ground. I sat beside the open 
hatch and watched the soft thud come through the hatch. It contin-
ued to come in and pile up beside me until I thought that I might be 
buried under the mud! Finally the big plane ground to a halt and we 
all scrambled to get out and away from the inferno. 

...To be continued in next month’s issue. 

Continued 20TH MISSION  
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LCL Joseph L. Cittadini, USAFR Ret. 20TH MISSION 

T he flak was quite accurate. They had our altitude and close 
enough for us to see the black blossoms through the thick clouds. 

We were getting flak from the area somewhere northeast of Bremen. 
Ted executed some sharp evasive action and within a few seconds the 
flak bursts were no more.  

Ted announced that we would continue to descend. He explained 
that at our present altitude we were sitting ducks for the German 
88mm shells. Ted ordered the crew to test fire the guns again. Then:  

“Tail guns, OK” 
“Right waist OK”  
We all answered in turn assuring the crew that we were in good 

condition. At the end of the reporting the bombardier reported that 
his guns were not operating.  

“Pilot to bombardier.... work on your turret and report when they 
are functioning” 

I watched the altimeter announcing the altitude every 500 feet. 
At 2,000 feet I began to worry inwardly. The terrain was not moun-
tainous but there was a range of small hills about forty miles south of 
our flight path. We didn't know if the Germans had tethered balloons 
as the British had in the London area. We had no knowledge of possi-
ble high towers on hilltops that we could run into. At 1500 feet the 
clouds were still our only exterior companion. Goddammit, this stuff 
may go all the way down to the ground! Maybe the altimeter is read-
ing incorrectly due to pressure differences. 

“Pilot to navigator, Joe do you have knowledge of the terrain in 
this area?” I told him about the hills south of us but couldn’t give him 
any assurance that we wouldn’t run into any high objects. I was in a 
cold sweat and guessed that the rest of the crew were feeling the 
pressure too. At eleven hundred we were still enveloped in tiresome 
clouds. One thousand feet. No change.  

“Reed!!” from Ted, “Isn't that a hole in the clouds at eleven 
o'clock?” “Yes sir, I believe it is, Lt. Goller.” 

It was a great joy to see the greenness of the grass and the new 
leaves on the trees. It was spring in Germany and a new hope was at 
hand. Up above the clouds were cold and forbidding as the snow and 

(Continued on page 6) 

Part Three: Aircraft Down! 
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(Continued from page 3) 
Before you know it, we will be electing a new ExComm. These 

are the people who are responsible for running the business of our 
local group. For those among us who would like to see changes in 
our offerings, this represents an opportunity to step up and take 
over the reins. If you wish to nominate someone, or run for office 
yourself, please let me know, as I chair the Nominations and Elec-
tions Committee.  

Almost all SCAM members in good standing are eligible to run 
for, and hold, office. At this point, I request that no one nominate 
me, as I am not eligible to serve. As your Editor and serving on 
the NomElCom, I cannot hold elected office. Besides, there are 
over 200 others to choose from! 

Would you like to see something different get published in The 
SCAM? This is surprisingly easy to do. Just send me that item 
you’ve just been itching to write. Pertinent details on submissions 
are on Page 3 of any issue. It’s just that easy. 

A word about this month’s cover. My thanks go to “The 
George” for introducing me to a little-known (and hitherto un-
known to me) punctuation mark, the Interrobang. In his last col-
umn about punctuation, he made mention of that item. He had 
intended for me to reproduce the interrobang within his column, 

which I was unable to do. I have 
since learned how to produce 
the interrobang, hence this 
month’s cover. 

SCAM Treasurer’s Report 
 
As of 1/31/2008: 
 

Account                          Balance 
      General Fund         $797.07 
      Post Office Acct.       216.82 
      Reserve Fund         2111.62 
      RG Fund                   530.00 
 

Total Funds Available: 
                                     $3655.51 
Deposits 
      Mensa Funding:     $203.48 
      Interest Income            0.88               

Withdrawals 
      Printing Costs        $142.89 
      Postage                        64.28 
       

—Bud Long, Treasurer  
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SCAM NomElCom ELECTIONS 

(Continued from page 22) 
I hope to see all of you are our next Regional Gathering, the Tampa 
Bay ARRR-RG in historic Ybor City over Memorial Day week-
end.  RG Chair Maran Fulvi tells me they are planning all kinds of 
wonderful things from a Chocolate Orgy to a Trash Bowl. If I haven't 
met you yet, I am certainly looking forward to it. 
 
Maggie Truelove, RVC10  
Lisa Kelley, Asst. RVC10 

Continued THE TENTH STORY 

T he Executive Committee elections will be occurring in 
May, and the Nominations Committee is seeking persons 

willing to serve SCAM as ExComm members. 
The duties of the Executive Committee are not onerous; they 

are simply to conduct the business of SCAM within the Bylaws.  
This involves such things as making timely appointments, keep-
ing verifiable records of finances, insuring continuity, and the like.    

If you are interested in running for election to the Executive 
Committee, please contact any member of the NomElCom.  Or if 
you have any questions about eligibility or the requirements of the 
job, please ask a NomElCom member listed below.  
Michael Moakley 
moakleymj@bellsouth.net, or 952-8400 
Helen Lee Moore 
moorehelenlee@cs.com, or 632-1831 
Wynn Rostek 
wb4zuy@amsat.org 
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W hen Maggie asked me to be her Assistant RVC last July, I 
didn't realize how many great people I would meet through 

this office. Attending the LDW, the AMC meeting and trying to get to 
every one of our regional RGs (I've made them all except one, so far!) 
has really let me meet a lot of new people, and has led me to get in-
volved in Mensa in new ways. 

One of the things I've done is to start a Region 10 blog, designed 
to give people a place to keep up with what is going on locally.  I 
cover all of the little National Office announcements that don't often 
get printed in the newsletters, and I highlight a Region 10 local event 
every Friday. You can find the blog at http://kelleymensa.blogspot.
com. Contributions are always welcome: if you have something to say 
about Mensa in Florida and you are looking for a venue, please drop 
me a line so that we can discuss your ideas. 

If you are a GenXer in the Mensan sense, born between 1961 and 
1981, consider joining the Region 10 GenX e-list. This list is much 
lower in traffic than the main GenX list, and is where Florida GenX-
ers discuss upcoming RGs and who is planning to attend what local 
events.  The list and instructions for joining can be found at http://
groups.yahoo.com/group/GenX-R10/. 

In other online venues, the main GenX SIG has started sub-
groups on MySpace, Facebook and LinkedIn in order to help promote 
Mensa membership with the younger crowd.  Everyone has their fa-
vorite bit of online real estate these days, so let's find each other 
wherever we are!  Information on the online coordinators and how to 
join the sub-groups is available for SIG members on the main SIG 
website at: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/GenX-Ms/ 

(Continued on page 21) 

Maggie Truelove and Lisa Kelley A COMBINED COLUMN 

      THE TENTH STORY 

I  have asked Assistant RVC, Lisa Kelley, to contribute to the 
column this month, in essence to give us a GenX report for Re-

gion 10. (One of the major reasons I asked her to serve as Assistant 
RVC was to meet the needs of our many GenX members. I am OLD, 
and I am sure that GenX members would appreciate being able to 
interface with one of their own.) 

      THE GENX REPORT 
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All submissions must be received by the Editor before the 10th of the month preceding 
publication.  Please allow extra time for mailed submissions, which may be typed or legi-
bly handwritten.  Whenever possible, we prefer submissions via e-mail.  They may be in 
e-mail text or any of most word processing formats.  All submissions should be sent to 
the Editor, whose contact information appears on Page 2. 

The Vol. 26, No. 3 March, 2008 

B y now, unless you are a life member or in the middle of a 
multi-year cycle, I’m sure you have received one or more notices 

reminding you to renew your Mensa membership. Please note that 
our membership year ends March 31st. Your membership must be 
current in order to keep receiving The SCAM and the Mensa Bulle-
tin. In order to hold office or elect our officers, your membership, of 
course, must be current. Of course, you already knew that. 

When you open your renewal notice, please take the time to review 
your information on file to make sure it is current. Please be sure your 
preferences as to what information to share with your local group re-
flects your wishes. Why do I bring this up? Read on… 

On occasion, I receive a call from a member to advise me that his 
or her birthday was not listed in the monthly birthday greetings. Of-
ten, this happens because I sometimes fail to keep my “birthday list” 
up to date. On this point, I apologize to those I have missed for this 
reason. Yet, sometimes a member’s birthday is missed because the 
member has not permitted the National Office to share that info with 
us. So...if you want your birthday listed...you know what to do! 

Our Bylaws are in need of an update to meet AML standards. 
Our ExComm has just completed its proposed revisions; by the time 
you read this, their proposal should be on its way to AML for their 
approval. Once this step is completed, the proposal will be published 
in The SCAM for your review. You will then be asked to vote on the 
proposal. More details will follow.   

(Continued on page 4) 

Mike Moakley, Editor Inside the Pocket Protector 

The SCAM sells classified ad space.  SCAM members, non-commercial, no 
charge.  Others: $20 full page; $10 half-page; $5 quarter-page per month, we offer 
discounts for multiple insertions, and we can help with layout and design. 
 

Subscriptions:  SCAM members, included in dues; others, $10 for 12 issues. 
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February 6, 2008 ExCommunication 

T he ExComm met at the home of George Patterson on Wednes-
day,  February 6, 2008.  Called to order at 5:56 pm by LocSec 

George Patterson. 
Members present: George Patterson, Joe Smith, Terry Valek, and 
Bud Long.  Thomas Wheat was unable to attend. 

Minutes for the January 2, 2007 meeting were approved as pub-
lished in the February 2008 SCAM.  
Reports:   
 LocSec:  George reported that the proposed bylaws had been re-
worked and would be returned to the Bylaws Committee pending Ex-
Comm approval. 
Treasurer: Bud handed out the Treasurers Report which showed to-
tal funds at the end of January of $3,655.51.  
RG Committee: Bud, who is also the RG committee chairman, re-
ported that he had acquired a couple more volunteers.  Also, a notice 
of the SCAM "Back in Business" RG 2008 appeared in the January 
issue of the Mensa Bulletin. 
Old Business: The revisions of the proposed bylaws were reviewed 
and approved.  George was instructed to forward them to the Bylaws 
Committee. 
New Business:  George reported that the time had come to scare up 
three volunteers for the Audit Committee and he would attend to 
that in the coming month.  

The meeting was adjourned at 6:15. Next meeting will be at 
George Patterson’s house at 301 Sand Pine Rd., Indialantic on 
Wednesday, March 5, 2007 at 5:30 pm. 

Minutes of the ExComm Meeting: 




